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Now thoroughly updated and expanded, this new edition of a classic guide offers practical advice on

preparing and publishing journal articles as well as succeeding in other communication-related

aspects of a scientific career.Ã¢â‚¬Â¢ Provides practical, easy-to-read, and immediately applicable

guidance on preparing each part of a scientific paper: from the title and abstract, through each

section of the main text, to the acknowledgments and referencesÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Explains step by step

how to decide to which journal to submit a paper, what happens to a paper after submission, and

how to work effectively with a journal throughout the publication processÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Includes key

advice on other communication important to success in scientific careers, such as giving

presentations and writing proposalsÃ¢â‚¬Â¢ Presents an insightful insider's view of how journals

actually workÃ¢â‚¬â€¢and describes how best to work with them
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With this newly updated best-selling guide, any capable researcher can become a published

scientist.    View larger       Key Features:       Provides practical, easy-to-read, and immediately

applicable guidance on preparing each part of a scientific paper, from the title and abstract to the

acknowledgments and references     Offers insights on how to decide to which journal to submit a

paper, what happens to a paper after submission, and how to work effectively with a journal

throughout the publication process     Includes key advice on other communication important to

success in scientific careers, such as giving presentations and writing proposals          How to Write



and Publish a Scientific Paper, 8th Edition   by Barbara Gastel and Robert A. Day   Now thoroughly

updated and expanded, this new edition of a classic guide offers practical advice on preparing and

publishing journal articles as well as succeeding in other communication-related aspects of a

scientific career.   Writing and publishing journal articles are essential aspects of a successful

scientific career. Unfortunately, many scientists find the process of communicating about their work

intimidating and confusing. Now in its eighth edition, How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper

teaches how to apply clear focus, good organization, and simple, straightforward language to write

papers as well as communicate effectively in many other scientifically related applications.   By

providing practical, readable, and sometimes humorous guidance, this book enables researchers to

gain the knowledge, skills, and confidence to succeed in communicating about their work. The

authors not only guide readers in the craft of scientific writingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•broken down into the

separate tasks of writing the respective sections of a scientific paper and then publishing the

paperÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•but also address important related psychological, ethical, logistical, and

cultural considerations in communicating about science.   Chapter topics include composing (and

requesting) recommendation letters, writing grant proposals, providing peer review, editing

one&#039;s own work, preparing oral presentations and poster presentations, and working with the

popular media. This is an essential resource for researchersÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•both native and

non-native users of EnglishÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•with limited experience writing scientific papers, such

as graduate students, postdoctoral fellows, and early-career faculty members.        Barbara Gastel,

MD, is professor of integrative biosciences and of medical humanities at Texas A&M University,

College Station, where she coordinates the graduate program in science communication. She also

plays a lead role in AuthorAID, an international project to help researchers write about and publish

their work. Her published works include two editions of Health Writer&#039;s Handbook and many

articles on writing, editing, and other topics. Gastel has held workshops on scientific writing in

numerous countries. She has received awards and recognitions from the American Medical Writers

Association; the Board of Editors in the Life Sciences; the Council of Science Editors; and Sigma Xi,

the Scientific Research Society.     Robert A. Day is professor emeritus of English at the University

of Delaware, Newark. For 19 years, he directed the publishing program of the American Society for

Microbiology (ASM) and served as managing editor of Journal of Bacteriology as well as eight other

ASM journals. Day is a past president of the Society for Scholarly Publishing and a past chairman of

the Council of Biology Editors. He has given many seminars and workshops on scientific writing and

has written extensively on scientific writing, editing, and publishing. He is coauthor of the

Greenwood book Scientific English: A Guide for Scientists and Other Professionals.



Praise for Previous Edition   "Day and Gastel offer much wisdom in cutting through the red tape to

avoid missteps. . . . How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper is a strongly recommended addition

to any novice and aspiring person of science&#039;s personal library collection."  

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•Midwest Book Review       "The sections are self-sustaining and can be read as a

topic of interest may arise. I recommend this book for the library of medical writers."  

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•American Medical Writers Association (AMWA) Journal       ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“The

comprehensive yet brief guide covers many facets of authorship and scientific stewardship. It is an

excellent place to start after your research idea is formed and you are ready to start writing. It will

become your &#039;go-to&#039; book for general questions about scientific publication and

presentation.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•   ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•Journal of the American Academy of Child &

Adolescent Psychiatry       "Day and Gastel provide a clearly written and playfully humorous

overview of scientific writing that is a valuable read for beginning scientists and a useful resource for

technical communicators new to the field."   ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•Technical Communication

"This highly engaging and informative work will be an excellent addition to libraries that support

graduate programs in the STEM fields. Summing Up: Recommended. Upper-division

undergraduates through researchers and faculty." - Choice"This charmingly written and superbly

organized volume leads the reader through the many steps of writing for the scientific community. . .

. Any library with readers who are seeking guidance in writing for publication in the sciences, and

particularly academic libraries, will certainly benefit from adding this to their collections, even if it

simply means updating an earlier edition." - ARBA --This text refers to the Hardcover edition.

Praise for the Previous Edition: "Day and Gastel offer much wisdom in cutting through the red tape

to avoid missteps. . . . How to Write and Publish a Scientific Paper is a strongly recommended

addition to any novice and aspiring person of science's personal library collection." (Midwest Book

Review)Praise for the Previous Edition: "The sections are self-sustaining and can be read as a topic

of interest may arise. I recommend this book for the library of medical writers." (American Medical

Writers Association (AMWA) Journal)Praise for the Previous Edition: "The comprehensive yet brief

guide covers many facets of authorship and scientific stewardship. It is an excellent place to start

after your research idea is formed and you are ready to start writing. It will become your 'go-to' book

for general questions about scientific publication and presentation." (Journal of the American

Academy of Child & Adolescent Psychiatry)Praise for the Previous Edition: "Day and Gastel provide



a clearly written and playfully humorous overview of scientific writing that is a valuable read for

beginning scientists and a useful resource for technical communicators new to the field." (Technical

Communication)

This is an excellent companion to the book Scientific English by the same Robert A. Day but with

Nancy Sakaduski as co-author. I was able to read completely both books in about two days each.

Having published many scientific papers myself in past decades I recognize the important guidance

that this book gives. I had to learn this stuff the hard way without such a guide.

I am a medical student trying to learn more about publishing papers. This book is an excellent read.

It is written in a way that is easy to understand. I would definitely keep this book around, and I'm

sure I will be referring to it from time to time when I'm writing a paper.

Great book! A must for graduate students. The main content is presented in a friendly approach for

non-native speakers of english!

Very useful for the beginner

It is a terrific book valuable for all begining researches of all scientific areas

Outstanding. I have made it required reading for my graduate students.Anybody embarking on a

career in science should read this book.I have been a professional scientist for 30 years, published

5 books and more than 70 peer-review journal papers, and I learned a lot from reading this work.

Almost nothing new in this new edition. Do not buy if you have access to an earlier version

Very detailed and helpful information about a variety of scientific communication tasks.
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